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Objectives: The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of robot and computer-
based intervention on learning action word symbols of augmentative and alternative com-
munication (AAC) for three preschool children with autism spectrum disorder. Methods: 
This study used an adapted alternating treatment design to compare the effects of robots 
and computers on learning action word symbols of AAC. Twenty symbols of action words 
in the ‘Ewha-AAC symbols set (Park et al., 2014; Yeon et al., 2016)’ were selected and divided 
into two groups: Set A and Set B. Symbols of Set A and Set B were exposed through a robot 
and computer during three phases, which were the baseline, experimental, and general-
ization phases. Results: All three subjects who were trained using the educational robot 
showed improvements in comprehending action word symbols. However, only two out of 
the three subjects showed improvements in learning with the computer. In the case of 
generalization phase, all three subjects who were trained using the educational robot and 
the computer showed improvements. Comparing the improvement levels between the 
two interventions in both phases, the effectiveness of the educational robot was generally 
higher than that of the computer. Conclusion: Both methods had positive effects on learn-
ing action word symbols of AAC, while the robot-based intervention showed higher im-
provement levels than the computer-based intervention.

Keywords: AAC, Robot-based intervention, Computer-based intervention, Autism spec-
trum disorder, Action words

Augmentative and alternative communication (AAC) is a com-

munication method which utilizes different types of non-vocal 

communication to supplement or replace verbal interactions. It is 

composed of different components and formats which include tech-

niques, strategies, supplementary tools, and symbols. Furthermore, 

the scope of AAC extends to all fields that help stimulate language 

ability and solve difficulties faced by people who have communi-

cation problems (Von Tetzchner, 1996).

AAC systems can be categorized into two parts: unaided com-

munication systems and aided communication systems. Aided 

communication systems are efficient in conducting accurate and 

complex communication. Unlike aided communication systems, 

which require the use of physical tools, unaided communication 

systems can be used conveniently in everyday applications as they 

only require the use of facial expressions and body movements. 

However, the unaided communication systems also hold disad-

vantages for people who have difficulties or are unable to move 

certain body parts, like patients with brain injuries. Furthermore, 

people may misunderstand the body movements, or may not be 

able to communicate with one another if the interacting person is 
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unaware of the system (Park, 2000).

However, the use of AAC systems does not directly imply smooth 

communication between subjects, as the users must first learn how 

to utilize various types of symbols and the meanings implied into 

them. Furthermore, users must be able to adequately select and 

utilize different methods such as direct input, eye-gazing, and scan-

ning, and must procure the necessary ability to form AAC strate-

gies needed to increase speed, create full sentences and increase 

message timing. Due to such reasons, the effective learning of sym-

bols is as an essential factor in increasing its usage (Light, 1989; Light, 

Arnold, & Clark, 2003; Light, Roberts, DiMarco, & Greiner, 1998).

According to Bloom (1991), verbs play an important role in the 

child’s language development. Nouns may play an important role 

for children during the single word expression phase, but the com-

bined use of nouns and different parts of speech are essential to 

acquire syntactic ability. Therefore, verbs play an important part 

in developing grammar and narration. Difficulties in expressing 

verbs terms are found in the AAC system due to the vocabulary-

symbol interpretation phase. As verbs implicate movement, they 

are relatively harder to interpret than nouns, as it is necessary for 

these movements to be converted into stationary images. Such char-

acteristics can cause AAC users to face difficulties in comprehend-

ing and utilizing the verb symbols. 

A study has reported that the word finding ability of children 

with disabilities are affected by different parts of speech (Menyuk 

& Quill, 1985). This study indicates that learning words with rela-

tional meaning, such as verbs, prepositions, and adjectives are hard-

er to learn than non-relational words. Thurber and Tager-Flusberg 

(1993) also stated that children with disabilities show a significant-

ly lower word finding ability than normal children in regards to 

verbs. Such reports prove the difficulties faced by children with 

disabilities in learning verbs.

Computer-based interventions have been widely implemented in 

clinical settings. Also, together with the advancement of technology 

and the robot industry, the role of robots in our society expands day 

by day. In addition to such facts, the use of robots as supplemental 

tools is also expanding in the field of education. Currently, numerous 

educational robot developments and studies are being conducted. 

Therefore, considerations for the efficient use of computers and ro-

bots in educational and clinical settings have also increased. 

Computers can also serve an important role. Not only can com-

puter-based activities facilitate a broader range of educational ac-

tivities to meet the various needs of children with mild learning 

disorders, but adaptive technologies now exist that can even en-

able children with severe disabilities to become active learners 

(Hasselbring, & Williams Glaser, 2000). Research on the utiliza-

tion of computer-based interventions in speech and language pa-

thology of children has been actively performed since the late 1980s 

(Kim, Kim, & Park, 2005). In the area of language therapy, various 

pictures are used by children to study words. Unlike traditional 

pictures that cannot show motion, computers can present pictures 

with motion so they can generate a higher intervention effect and 

attract children’s attention and concentration abilities. According 

to the research that introduced motion words using computer ani-

mations, the children’s verb expression accuracy improved and 

they showed a higher stimulus generalization toward pictures drawn 

with lines (Kim et al., 2005). Also, the research that targeted pa-

tients with aphasia showed that using computer programs for treat-

ment helped the patients improve their comprehension and expres-

sive abilities (Chung, Kim, Sim, Nam, & Kwon, 2003).

Recently, domestic studies have reported beneficial effects for 

language and social abilities through robot-based interventions. 

To evaluate the educational effects from using the robots, the mul-

timedia medium was compared for analysis. It was found that the 

story-telling conducted by robots helped in increasing the children’
s word recognition, comprehension, and interpretation abilities 

(Hyun, Kim, & Jang, 2008). Furthermore, according to the com-

parison between role play and robot utilized play, the robot uti-

lized play was found to lead to more verbal and non-verbal inter-

actions (Yong, Kim, Park, & Hyun, 2012). According to another 

study utilizing robots, the results showed that robots provide more 

optimistic effects in increasing the overall social ability of the chil-

dren (Kim, & Lee, 2013). These studies prove the potential of ro-

bots as efficient supplements in the educational field. 

Children with autism spectrum disorders have shown an inter-

est in machine-like targets that are simple and operable. Thus, they 

enjoy interaction with the computer (Powell, 1996). However, the 

computer is fixed at a certain place, and in the form of interaction 

it is a method of unilateral stimulation (Powell, 1996). According 

to the study of Bernard-Opitz, Sriram, and Nakhoda-Sapuan (2001), 
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there is a limitation to learning through the computer in daily life. 

However, a robot, instead of doing unilateral interaction through 

a screen, moves and provides two-way interactions (Robins, Daut-

enhahn, & Dubowski, 2004). A robot has advantages such as vari-

ous ranges of stimulations using software technologies, manipula-

tion of specific shapes, and provisions for voluntarily induced and 

interested motives (Dautenhahn & Werry, 2004). Due to such facts, 

robots are currently being used as alternatives for intervention. 

Studies have emphasized the potential of robot-child interaction 

for inducing different types of responses from children with au-

tism spectrum disorder (Lee, Kim, Yeon, Park, & Park, 2013). Ac-

cording to the study conducted by Pioggia et al. (2005), when in-

teraction is stimulated through the use of robots, children with 

autism spectrum disorder showed increased levels of heart rate 

stability compared to normal people. This suggests means that 

children with autism spectrum disorder felt more comfortable 

with robots. Additionally, children with autism spectrum disor-

ders stated that the robots seemed sad, and named them with names 

learned through story telling.

In accordance with such research, this study focused on explor-

ing the effects of robot and computer-based interventions on learn-

ing the action word symbols of AAC for children with autism spec-

trum disorder. The experimental questions were as follows: (1) Are 

there any differences between the effect of robots and computers 

on learning action word symbols of AAC for children with autism 

spectrum disorder? (2) Will the effect of learning action word sym-

bols of AAC generalize from individual words to words in a story 

context?

METHODS

Participants

Three preschool children with hospital-diagnosed autism spec-

trum disorder participated in the study. At first, four children par-

ticipated in the study, but one of them was finally excluded because 

a stable baseline was not secured. Each subject was recommended 

by their therapists as having the ability to point and retain a proper 

posture for some period time. All of them had no experience with 

any type of AAC system or educational robots.

Each subject’s receptive vocabulary age on Receptive Expressive 

Vocabulary Test-Receptive (REVT-R; Kim, Hong, Kim, Jang, & 

Lee, 2009) was under 30 months. They have no physical difficulty 

using AAC as a result of Paradise AAC Assessment (PAA; Park, 

Kim, & Kim, 2008), and they are over perlocutionary level on Ko-

rean augmentative and alternative communication: assessment 

and intervention for special educators and speech-language pa-

thologists (Kim, Park, Han, & Ku, 2016). Last, all of them under-

stood the 20 action words used in the study. Characteristics of the 

participants are presented in Table 1.

Experimental materials

Assessment materials

Communication boards: Communication boards with four static 

cells were used in the assessment phase. Static AAC symbols of the 

action words were selected from the Ewha-AAC symbols set and 

placed into the cells (Park et al., 2014). Three out of the four cells 

were filled with foils that had been randomly selected from the 20 

Table 1. Characteristics of the participants

Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3

CA (mo) 83 70 76
Sex M F M
Diagnosis ASD ASD ASD
REVT-R < 30 months (score= 19) < 30 months (score= 16) < 30 months (score= 21)
K M-B CDI
   Receptive vocabulary
   Expressive vocabulary

577
428

352
321

488
377

Communication skill He can express what he wants by using a word or 
two word combination mostly including nouns.

She can express what she wants by 
using a noun.

He can express what he wants by using a word or 
two word combination mostly including nouns.

Motor ability No limitation for pointing with their fingers to a specific visual symbol among four given visual symbols.

CA= chronological age; ASD= autism spectrum disorder; REVT-R= Receptive Expressive Vocabulary Test-Receptive (Kim, Hong, Kim, Jang, & Lee, 2009); K M-B CDI= Korean 
MacArthur-Bates Communicative Development Inventories (Pae & Kwak, 2011).
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action word symbols, and the remaining cell was filled with an ac-

tion word symbol designated as an answer. The subjects were asked 

to point to the correct answer among the four action word symbols 

provided.

Storybooks for assessment: Two stories, which contained the 10 

action words from Sets A and B, were used in the assessment phase. 

The story with Set A was about a ‘small concert’ and consisted of 

nine sentences. The story with Set B was about ‘catching a ball’ 

and consisted of eight sentences. Afterward, two A4-sized story-

books were produced with these stories and nine colored pictures. 

The stories of Set A and B are presented in Appendix 1.

Intervention materials

Action words: Action words were selected from a list of high fre-

quency action words acquired under age 3 by more than 75% of 

children (Pae & Kwak, 2011). Afterward 20 action words were se-

lected which were suitable for robot motions. Every subject of this 

study understood these 20 action words. The 20 action words were 

randomly arranged into one of the two sets (A or B) and used from 

baseline to generalization. Robot-based intervention and comput-

er-based intervention were implemented with different sets of words. 

The list of action words is presented in Table 2.

Storybooks for intervention: Two stories were provided to arouse 

interest in the participants. These stories were made up of the 10 

action words from Sets A and B. The story with Set A was about a 

‘birthday party’ and consisted of 10 sentences. The story with Set 

B was about ‘a kitten in the night’ and consisted of 10 sentences. 

Afterward, two A4-sized storybooks were produced with these 

stories and nine colored pictures for each storybook. The stories of 

Set A and B for intervention are presented in Appendix 2.

AAC symbols of action words: The 20 static AAC symbols of ac-

tion words were selected from the Ewha-AAC symbols set (Park et 

al., 2014). Examples of the AAC symbols of the action words are 

presented in Appendix 3.

Educational robot: The robot provided a touchscreen for display-

ing the action word symbols and moving the head, arms, and wheels 

for showing the robot’s motions corresponding to the action word 

symbols, which were made with a combination of the robot mov-

ing its head, arms and wheels, in addition to facial expressions. 

The robot’s head was able to move up and down as well as left and 

right. The arms could move up and down separately or simultane-

ously. The wheels moved the robot forward and backward. The 

face was able to express emotions, such as happiness, disappoint-

ment, shyness and astonishment. In addition to a neutral expres-

sion, the face could appear sleepy. The face had lips that could sim-

ulate lip-syncing. The 20 motions of the robot for the action word 

symbols are listed in Table 3.

To evaluate the validity of the robot’s motions, 25 graduate stu-

dents from the Department of Communication Disorders partici-

pated and were asked to score validity. Collected validity scores 

were averaged and used to counterbalance the level of difficulties 

between Sets A and B. The averaged validity scores are presented 

in Table 4.

Experimental design and procedures

Experimental design

This study employed a single subject, alternating-treatment de-

sign (ATD) to assess the effects of two interventions, robot-based, 

and computer-based, on learning action word symbols. The robot- 

and computer-based interventions were implemented alternately 

in order to compare the effects of both interventions on the learn-

ing of action word symbols. The learning sessions were conducted 

twice a week for 10 sessions.

ATD is a research method by which researchers conduct several 

interventions by turns with one subject and compare the efficien-

cy among the interventions. In this manner, the application time 

among the interventions is balanced for comparison, and internal 

validity is established (Lee, Park, & Kim, 2000).

Table 2. The list of action words

No. Set A Set B

  1 Dance Kiss
  2 Blow Sleep
  3  Look Look back
  4 Walk Shake head
  5 Lift Step aside
  6 Push Give
  7 Hit Speak
  8 Cry Go out
  9 Hurray Throw
10 Shake hands Laugh
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Table 4. Validity of robot's motions for action word symbols

No. Set A Set B Note

  1 Blow Kiss Similar motion
  2 Dance Sleep
  3 Look Speak Similar motion
  4 Walk Go out
  5 Lift Step aside
  6 Push Give Similar motion
  7 Hit Throw Similar motion
  8 Cry Shake head Similar motion
  9 Hurray Look back
10 Shake hands Laugh
Mean 3.6 out of 5 3.4 out of 5

Table 3. Robot’s motions for action word symbols

No. Symbol
Robot’s motions

Face Head Arms Wheels LED

  1 Walk Normal Swing arms alternately Forward Arms
Wheels

  2 Throw Normal Raise right arm and turn back Forward Right arm
Wheels

  3 Give Normal Downside Raise arms to the middle Both sides of the head
Arms

  4 Speak Lip-syncing Nod Both sides of the head
  5 Look Normal Move diagonally up and down Both sides of the head
  6 Shake hands Normal Raise right arm to the middle Right arm
  7 Go out Normal Raise right arm to the middle Turn right and move  

   forward
Right arm
Wheels

  8 Dance Happy Swing arms alternately Turn side to side Both sides of the head
Arms

Wheels
  9 Laugh Happy Raise arms over the head Both sides of the head

Arms
10 Sleep Sleepy Downside Both sides of the head
11 Cry Disappointed Shake from side to side Swing arms alternately Both sides of the head

Arms
12 Shake head Normal Shake from side to side Both sides of the head
13 Hit Normal Raise right arm to the middle and 

turn back
Right arm

14 Blow Astonished Upside Both sides of the head
15 Push Normal Raise right arm to the middle Forward Arms

Wheels
16 Step aside Normal Left side Wheels
17 Lift Normal Raise right arm over the head Right arm
18 Look back Normal Left side Wheels
19 Kiss Astonished Both sides of the head

Wheels
20 Hurray Normal Upside Raise arms over the head Both sides of the head

Arms

LED= light emitting diode.

Experimental place and schedule

Every phase of the experiment was implemented at each subject’
s house. Robot- and computer-based interventions were implement-

ed alternately twice a week. 

Experimental procedure

This study involved three phases: the baseline, experimental 

and generalization phases.

Baseline: In the baseline phase, the researcher presented the 10 

action words from Set A and the other 10 action words from Set B. 

Then, the subjects were asked to point to the symbols that matched 

the action words verbally provided by the researcher. This phase 
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was continued until stable baseline data for the three sessions was 

established.

Experimental phase: Each session of the experimental phase in-

volved assessment and intervention. The assessment of this phase 

was conducted before intervention in the same way as the assess-

ment of the baseline phase.

For intervention phases, the robot- and computer-based inter-

ventions were implemented alternately. Each intervention was 

implemented with a different set of words. At this point, in the 

case of Subject 1, Set A was implemented by the robot and Set B 

was implemented by computer. On the contrary, in the case of 

Subject 2 and Subject 3, Set A was implemented by computer, and 

Set B was implemented by the robot. The number of intervention 

sessions was basically 10, and the interventions were conducted 

under the closing criteria. The intervention would end early if the 

subjects gave all correct responses for three sessions for both con-

ditions: action word symbols trained by robot- and computer-

based AAC.

The procedure of the intervention was as follows. First, the sto-

rybooks containing the action words of Sets A and B were read 

aloud to the subjects. On each occasion that an action word was 

read aloud, the relevant action word symbols with accompanying 

verbal labels were displayed to the subjects. At this point, in the 

case of robot-based intervention, the action word symbols with 

the robot’s motions and verbal labels were displayed to the sub-

jects. On the contrary, in the case of computer-based intervention, 

action word symbols with the researcher’s verbal labels were dis-

played. To sum up, robot-based intervention provided static action 

word symbols through the robot’ monitor, motion and verbal la-

bels, while computer-based intervention provided static action 

word symbols through the computer monitor with the researcher’
s verbal labels.

Generalization phase: Assessments were implemented before the 

baseline and after the experimental phases to figure out whether 

the effects of learning on action word symbols would be general-

ized from individual words to words in the context of stories. Dur-

ing this phase, subjects were asked to answer by pointing to sym-

bols on communication boards about questions assessing the sto-

ry, which were designed to have the action words as the answers.

Data analysis

Every session from the baseline to the generalization phases was 

recorded and scored. Each correct answer was scored as 1 point, 

and each incorrect answer was scored as 0 points.

To calculate the sizes of the effects of the interventions, the im-

provement rate difference (IRD) was calculated. IRD is calculated 

as the difference between the improved data points of a baseline 

and those in a treatment phase. The range of IRD scores is from 

1.0 to –1.0. IRD scores of .50 and below indicate very small effects, 

while those of around .50 to .70 show moderate-size effects. IRD 

scores of around .70 to .75 indicate large effects, and IRD scores of 

higher than .75 are very large effects. Negative scores show that the 

results have deteriorated below those of the baseline phase (Parker, 

Vannest, & Brown, 2009). 

Data reliability

To demonstrate the reliability of grading, a graduate student in 

the department of communication disorders was designated as a 

second observer, who was briefed on the study, the subjects and 

the method of assessment, and then scored by observing the re-

corded materials. Intervention was stopped after 90% accordance 

between observers occurred three times. Twenty percent of the re-

corded materials among the experimental phases were randomly 

selected, and all two sessions of the generalization phases were se-

lected, scored and compared between the two observers. The in-

tra-rater reliability was calculated by dividing the number of agree-

ments by the number of agreements plus disagreements and mul-

tiplying the quotient by 100. The intra-rater reliability between the 

two observers was 96% for individual action word symbols, and 

93% for action word symbols in the context of the stories.

Intervention fidelity

To ensure that the researcher consistently implemented robot 

and computer-based intervention, a speech-language therapist 

who has over 3 years of experience in speech therapy checked the 

researcher’s performance. The questions for evaluating the fidelity 

were as follows: (1) Did the robot and computer work well? (2) Were 

the robot and computer easily accessible to the subject? (3) Were 

the robot and computer arranged well for the subject to watch? (4) 

Was the material of story prepared properly? (5) Was the material 
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of story used properly? (6) Were the symbols presented properly 

by the robot and computer?

Three sessions of interventions for each subjects were randomly 

selected and evaluated. Properly practiced items were scored as 1 

point, and improperly practiced items were scored as 0 points. The 

score of intervention fidelity was calculated by dividing the score 

of intervention item which was implemented by the total score of 

item for intervention level which had to be implemented, and then 

multiplied by 100 into a percentage. The intervention fidelity for 

three subjects were all high: 100% on Subject 1, 94% on Subject 2, 

and 100% on Subject 3.

Social validity

To ensure that the robot and computer-based intervention on 

learning action word symbols was socially valid, the caregivers of 

the subjects were surveyed using a 5-point scale. The score 5 was 

the most positive response and the score 1 was the least positive 

response for each question. The questions were as follows: (1) Did 

the children enjoy the intervention with the robot? 2) (Did the chil-

dren enjoy the intervention with computer? (3) Can the children 

express action words by using AAC? (4) Do you think the inter-

vention was helpful for the children? As a result, the average social 

validity score for 4 items was 4.5 on Subject 1, 3.0 on Subject 2, and 

4.75 on Subject 3. 

RESULTS

Comparison between comprehension of action word 

symbols trained by robot and by computer

The results of the comparison between the comprehension of 

action word symbols trained by the robot and trained by the com-

puter are presented in Table 5 and Figure 1. Two out of the three 

subjects (Subjects 1 and 2) had higher mean comprehension scores 

when trained by the robot in the intervention phase, although the 

means of scores trained by the computer were higher in the base-

line phase. However, in the case of Subject 3, the mean of scores 

trained by the computer was higher in the intervention phase, al-

though the mean of scores trained by the robot was higher in the 

baseline phase.

In the case of Subject 1, both interventions showed improvements 

in the comprehension of action word symbols with a result of IRD 

1 by the robot and of .88 by the computer. When comparing the 

efficiency between the two interventions on Subject 1 after inter-

vention by the robot, the 4th, 6th, and 8th sessions showed higher 

scores and a stable trend with scores of more than 9. When the sub-

ject was trained by the computer, the 5th and 7th sessions showed 

higher scores and a relatively unstable trend when compared to 

robot intervention. Subject 1 showed the first perfect score at the 

8th session in the case of robot intervention, and showed the first 

perfect score at the 9th session in the case of computer interven-

tion. Perfect scores for both interventions were seen at the 9th, 10th, 

and 11th sessions. This result made the intervention end early be-

cause it had met the closing criteria, which is triggered by showing 

correct responses to all 20 action word symbols trained by both 

interventions in three consecutive assessments.

In the case of Subject 2, intervention by the robot showed improve-

ments in the comprehension of the action word symbols with the 

IRD being .77, while intervention by the computer showed no im-

provements with the IRD being 0. The trend of the scores was rela-

tively unstable in comparison with Subjects 1 and 3. When com-

paring the efficiency between the intervention by the robot and by 

the computer, the 4th, 7th, and 9th sessions showed the same scores 

for both interventions. However, the scores of the robot interven-

tion were generally higher than those of the computer. Subject 2 

Table 5. Results of comprehension scores for each subject

Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3

Robot Computer Robot Computer Robot Computer

Baseline 5.3 (4–7) 6 (4–7) 5 (4–7) 7.3 (7–8) 7 (6–8) 6 (4–8)
Intervention phase 9.5 (9–10) 9.1 (7–10) 8 (6–10) 7.3 (5–10) 9.6 (9–10) 9.8 (9–10)
IRD 1 .88 .77 0 1 1
Generalization phase 3.5 (0–7) 2 (0–4) 1.5 (1–2) 1.5 (1–2) 2.5 (0–5) .5 (0–1)

Values are presented as mean (range).
IRD= improvement rate difference.
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Figure 1. Summary of comprehension scores of action word symbols.
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showed the first perfect score at the 10th session in the case of ro-

bot intervention, and at the 13th session in the case of computer 

intervention.

In the case of Subject 3, both interventions showed improve-

ments in the comprehension of the action word symbols with the 

IRD being 1 for interventions by both the robot and the computer. 

When comparing the efficiency between both interventions, all 

sessions, except for the 5th, showed the same scores. Subject 3 showed 
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the first perfect score at the 5th session in the case of computer in-

tervention and at the 6th in the case of robot intervention. Perfect 

scores were seen for both interventions at the 6th, 7th, and 8th ses-

sions. This result made the intervention end early because it had 

met the closing criteria. 

Comparison between generalization of action word 

symbols trained by robot and by computer

In the generalization phase, assessments were implemented be-

fore the baseline and after the experimental phases to observe wheth-

er the effects of learning action word symbols can be generalized 

from individual words to words in the context of stories. The scores 

of the action word symbols in the story context are presented in 

Table 6. 

In the case of Subject 1, the comprehension score of the action 

word symbols trained by either the robot or the computer showed 

0 points for the assessment before the intervention at the general-

ization phase. On the contrary, for the assessment after the inter-

vention at the generalization phase, the comprehension score trained 

by the robot showed more progress by 7 points, while that by the 

computer showed less progress by 4 points. This means that the 

action word symbols trained by the robot showed better progress 

in comprehension than by the computer, but Subject 1 showed less 

comprehension of the action word symbols at the generalization 

phase than in the last intervention session.

In the case of Subject 2, the comprehension score of the action 

word symbols trained by either the robot or the computer showed 

1 point for the assessment before the intervention at the general-

ization phase, after which the score by either the robot or the com-

puter showed 2 points. This means that the action word symbols 

trained both by the robot and the computer showed progress in 

comprehension, but the degree was low, as there was no difference 

between the two interventions.

In the case of Subject 3, the comprehension score trained by ei-

ther the robot or the computer showed 0 points for the assessment 

before the intervention at the generalization phase. On the con-

trary, for the assessment after the intervention at the generaliza-

tion phase, the comprehension score trained by the robot showed 

more progress by 5 points, while the training by the computer show-

ed less progress by 1 point. This means that the action word sym-

bols trained by the robot showed better progress in comprehen-

sion than by the computer. However, Subject 3, like the other sub-

jects, showed less comprehension at the generalization phase than 

in the last intervention session. 

CONCLUSION

In this study, the two methods of learning action word symbols 

with the robot and the computer were alternatively executed in or-

der to determine their effectiveness in children with autism spec-

trum disorder. The conclusion is as follows.

Firstly, all three subjects who were trained using the educational 

robot showed big improvements in comprehending action word 

symbols. However, only two out of the three subjects showed im-

provements in learning with the computer. When comparing the 

improvement levels of effectiveness between the two interventions, 

the educational robot showed higher levels of effects on Subject 1 

and Subject 2, while both interventions showed similar levels of 

effectiveness on Subject 3. 

Secondly, all three subjects who were trained using the educa-

tional robot and the computer showed improvements in the gen-

eralization of comprehending action word symbols. When com-

paring the improvement levels of generalization between the two 

interventions, the effectiveness of the educational robot was no-

ticeably higher than that of the computer on Subject 1 and Subject 

3, while both interventions showed the same levels of generaliza-

tion on Subject 2.

The following will discuss the implications of such study results 

and the limitations of the study.

Comprehension of individual action word symbols

This study showed that all of the subjects who were trained us-

ing the educational robot showed improvements in comprehend-

ing action word symbols. However, only two out of the three sub-

Table 6. Results of generalization scores for each subject

Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3

Robot Computer Robot Computer Robot Computer

Pre 0 0 1 1 0 0
Post 7 4 2 2 5 1
Mean (range) 3.5 (0–7) 2 (0–4) 1.5 (1–2) 1.5 (1–2) 2.5 (0–5) 0.5 (0–1)
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jects showed improvements in learning with the computer. When 

comparing the improvement level of effectiveness between the two 

interventions, the educational robot showed higher levels of effects 

on Subject 1 and Subject 2, while both interventions showed simi-

lar levels of effectiveness on Subject 3. 

One of the possible variables that affected the improvement of 

comprehending action word symbols through the educational ro-

bot and computer was the presentation of verbal labels. When chil-

dren with the autism spectrum disorder acquire new words, pre-

senting verbal labels is more effective than not presenting them 

(McDuffie, Yoder, & Stone, 2006). In Baldwin and Markman (1989), 

it was shown that pointing with the verbal labels was more likely 

to draw participants’ attention to the new object, compared to not 

using verbal labels. In this study, verbal labels were provided when 

action word symbols were exposed to the subjects, and it appears 

to have influenced the results in a positive way.

Next, utilizing assistive technologies, the robot and computer in 

this study, could be considered one reason for the improvement on 

learning action word symbols. This is because the assistive tech-

nology is an effective approach for enhancing the linguistic ability 

in children with autism spectrum disorder (Hong, 2008). 

In this study, intervention through the educational robot showed 

higher improvement in action word symbol comprehension than 

intervention through a computer. Considering that one of the big-

gest differences between robot-based intervention and computer-

based intervention was the existence of the robot’s motions, it might 

be possible that the robot’s motions helped the subjects understand 

or remember the action word symbols. Various difficulties have 

been found in expressing movement with symbols (Mineo, Peis-

chl, & Pennington, 2008), and therefore action word symbols, which 

are expressed by static pictures only, cannot provide enough infor-

mation and may cause confusion. In other words, the static pictures 

that were presented as action word symbols through the robot and 

computer screens might not be enough to express the meaning of 

the words. In this regard, the motions of the robot might have been 

effective in supplementing the static action word symbols.

A higher improvement rate by robot-based intervention also in-

dicates that the subjects showed more interest in the educational 

robot. This is consistent with previous findings that elicited nota-

ble changes in disabled children with an approach using robots 

(Cook, Adams, Encarnação, & Alvarez, 2012; Robins, Dautenhahn, 

Te Boekhorst, & Billard, 2005). Two subjects preferred the educa-

tional robot over the computer during the intervention stage. Sub-

ject 1 showed high interest towards the robot’s movements. Ac-

cording to the caregiver’s report, the child showed attachment be-

haviors that were never shown before such as expecting the inter-

vention session or looking for the robot. In the case of Subject 2, it 

was observed that there was a higher imitation ratio towards the 

robotic voice than the researcher’s voice. Unlike Subjects 1 and 2, 

Subject 3’s levels of interest or reaction toward the educational ro-

bot and the computer were almost identical, which seemed to be 

influenced by the child’s high preference for keyboards. Thus, no 

difference between preferences toward the two interventions seems 

to affect the similar levels of improvement.

The subjects’ comprehension of action word symbols was more 

flexible in the baseline stage and beginning stage of intervention. 

Their comprehension of action word symbols as well as concentra-

tion level during intervention rose towards the latter stages. This 

was due to the fact that the subjects’ rejection of the researcher or 

intervention task diminished over time. In the beginning stage of 

intervention, it was difficult to keep the children seated because 

they were not accustomed to the researcher and intervention task, 

which could have influenced the intervention results. Children 

with autism spectrum disorder have particular difficulties in ad-

justing to new tasks. Therefore, it is suggested for researchers to 

establish sufficient rapport with the child before the intervention 

and make the child execute preliminary tasks that have no influ-

ence on the intervention at the same time. 

Through this study, it became clear that the robot-based inter-

vention and the computer-based intervention are both effective 

methods for learning action word symbols, and that a higher level 

of improvement can be elicited with the educational robot. Using 

the educational robot to learn action word symbols for utilizing 

AAC may be effective, and it will be possible to use the robot-based 

intervention for communication through AAC (Jeon, Yeon, Kim, 

Song, & Kim, 2014). 

Generalization of action word symbols

In order to investigate whether the effects of learning action 

word symbols were generalized from comprehending individual 
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words to comprehending words in the context of stories, the level of 

comprehension of action word symbols before and after interven-

tion was evaluated. As a result, when trained in action word sym-

bols by using the educational robot and computer, all three subjects 

showed an improvement in comprehending action word symbols 

in the context of stories. When comparing the intervention effects 

of the educational robot and that of the computer, the educational 

robot showed a higher generalization for Subject 1 and Subject 3, 

while both methods showed similar levels of generalization for 

Subject 2. These results show that the comprehension of action 

word symbols can be generalized from individual action word 

symbols to the context of stories as well, in the same context as the 

robot eliciting higher results in individual action word symbols.

One more noticeable finding in the study was the improved lev-

el of comprehension. Regarding the symbols of individual action 

words, the robot-based intervention showed a higher improvement 

than the computer-based intervention, but a clearer improvement 

level was presented in the generalization stage. It is assumed that 

the level of difficulty of the assessment affected the result. In the 

stage of generalization, the assessment required answering ques-

tions about the stories, so it was more difficult than the assessment 

in the stage of intervention, which only tested comprehension of 

individual words. In other words, there was not much difference 

shown between the two interventions when the level of assessment 

difficulty was relatively low, while a more clear difference was shown 

when the level of assignment difficulty was relatively high. 

Subject 2 showed a relatively low level of improvement in both 

interventions. This is due to the fact that sufficient intervention on 

the symbols of action words was not performed. Concerning the 

intervention result, both interventions were completed early by 

Subject 1 and Subject 3 when they received 100% for 3 consecutive 

sessions while Subject 2 received 100% for the first time on the 

10th session. In addition, Subject 2 showed an unstable improve-

ment trend in comprehension score compared to other subjects. In 

other words, Subject 2 had a lack of comprehension in action words 

compared to the other subjects, which affected generalization.

Limitations and suggestions for further research

The current study has several limitations. First, the sample size 

was small, so it is difficult to generalize the results of this study. 

Second, the levels of subjects were not widely and precisely consid-

ered. A follow-up study is needed to consider the levels of subjects 

in various aspects and reflect them in future studies more. Third, 

the tasks of this study were quite simple, so it might not be enough 

to determine the genuine effectiveness of both methods of inter-

vention. It is necessary to examine the effects of interventions with 

more difficult tasks in future studies. 
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Appendix 1. Stories for assessment

The Story of Set A

뽀로로와 친구들의 작은 음악회가 열렸어요. 먼저 뽀로로가 커튼을 밀고 무대 

앞으로 걸어 나왔어요. 커튼이 열리자 친구들이 여러 악기를 들고 앉아 있네

요. 많은 사람들이 보고 있어서 그런지 다들 긴장한 모습이에요. 하지만 곧바

로 연주가 시작되었어요. 뽀로로는 지휘를 했고, 에디는 바이올린을 켜고, 크

롱은 트럼펫을 불고, 포비는 힘차게 북을 때렸지요. 사람들은 신나는 연주에 

춤을 추기도 하고, 슬픈 연주에는 울기도 했어요. 그렇게 연주회는 멋지게 끝

이 났어요. 뽀로로는 친구들과 악수를 나누고 만세를 했답니다.

The Story of Set B

날씨가 아주 좋은 날이에요. 푹 자고 일어난 뽀로로는 포비에게 공놀이를 하러 

가자고 말했어요. 그리고 둘은 함께 공원으로 나와서 신나게 공을 주고 받으며 

놀았어요. 그런데 신이난 포비가 뽀로로에게 공을 너무 세게 던져버리고 말았

어요. 뽀로로는 공에 맞지 않기 위해 재빨리 옆으로 비켰죠. 하지만 공이 너무 

멀리 날아갔는지 뒤돌아봐도 보이지 않았어요. 아무리 찾아도 공이 어디 있는

지 모르겠어서 집에 가려는 순간, 포비가 나무 뒤에 있는 공을 발견했어요. 두 

친구는 너무 기뻐 공에 뽀뽀하며 크게 웃었답니다.

Appendix 2. Stories for intervention

The Story of Set A

오늘은 뽀로로의 생일날이에요. 뽀로로는 생일케이크의 촛불도 불고, 친구들과 

함께 신나게 춤도 췄어요. 그 때 저 멀리서 걸어오는 크롱이 보였어요. 커다란 선

물을 들고 있었지요. 그런데 에디가 장난으로 크롱을 밀었지 뭐에요. 깜짝 놀란 

크롱은 선물을 떨어트리고 말았죠. 화가 난 크롱은 에디를 때렸고, 에디는 울기 

시작했어요. 그러자 뽀로로가 얼른 달려와서 크롱과 에디에게 화내지 말라고 하

며, 화해의 의미로 악수를 하게 했어요. 화해를 하고 에디는 미안한 마음에 크롱

의 선물을 주워주었는데, 크롱의 선물이 전혀 망가지지 않았어요. 뽀로로와 친

구들은 기뻐서 함께 만세를 했답니다.

The Story of Set B

늦은 밤 뽀로로와 페티는 재미있게 놀다가 이제야 잘 준비를 해요. 잘 자라는 인

사로 서로에게 뽀뽀도 하고, 침대 속에 들어가 편히 자려고 했죠. 그런데 밖에서 

이상한 소리가 들려왔어요. 뽀로로는 페티를 돌아봤지요. 하지만 페티도 무슨 

소리인지 모른다며 고개를 흔들었어요. “비켜봐, 내가 확인해 볼게.” 뽀로로가 

용감하게 말했어요. 페티는 뽀로로에게 조심하라며 베개를 주었어요. 뽀로로는 

방 밖으로 나가서 소리가 나는 쪽으로 베개를 던졌어요. 그러자 아기 고양이가 

놀라 도망쳤어요. 뽀로로는 웃고 말았답니다.
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Appendix 3. Examples of action word symbols

불다(Blow) 뽀뽀하다(Kiss) 걷다(Walk) 돌아보다(Look back)

    

들다(Lift) 비키다(Step aside) 때리다(Hit) 주다(Give)

    

악수하다(Shake hands) 던지다(Throw) 춤추다(Dance) 잠자다(Sleep)

    

보다(Look) 모르다(고개를 흔들다) (Shake head) 밀다(Push) 말하다(Laugh)

    

울다(Cry) 나가다(Go out) 만세하다(Hurray) 웃다(Laugh)
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국문초록

교육용 로봇과 컴퓨터를 활용한 자폐범주성장애 아동의 AAC 동작어 상징 학습 효과

최은정1·김영태1·연석정1,2·김동준3·홍기형4

1이화여자대학교 일반대학원 언어병리학과, 2이화여자대학교 발달장애아동센터, 3한국과학기술원 공과대학 전산학과, 4성신여자대학교 IT학부

배경 및 목적: 본 연구에서는 AAC 동작어 상징 학습에 대한 교육용 로봇과 컴퓨터의 중재 효과를 비교해보고자 하였다. 방법: 연구대

상은 자폐범주성장애 아동 3명이며, 교대중재설계를 사용하여 AAC 동작어 상징 학습에 미치는 교육용 로봇과 컴퓨터 중재의 효과를 

비교하였다. 연구에서 사용된 동작어 상징은 총 20개로 각 10개씩 두 세트로 나뉘어 기초선, 중재 그리고 일반화 단계에서 교육용 로봇

과 컴퓨터를 통해 노출되었다. 결과: 연구결과 교육용 로봇 중재에서는 대상 아동 3명 모두, 컴퓨터 중재에서는 대상 아동 3명 중 2명에

게서 동작어 상징 이해도 향상이 나타났다. 일반화 단계에서는 모든 대상 아동이 두 가지 중재에서 동작어 상징 이해도 향상을 보였다. 

대상 아동들이 보인 향상 정도를 비교하였을 때는 교육용 로봇 중재에서 컴퓨터 중재보다 전반적으로 더 높은 향상이 나타난 것을 알 

수 있었다. 논의 및 결론: 교육용 로봇과 컴퓨터 중재 모두가 동작어 상징 학습에 긍정적인 효과를 미쳤다. 그리고 두 가지 중재 효과를 

비교했을 때는 교육용 로봇 중재가 컴퓨터 중재보다 더 높은 수준의 향상을 이끌어내는 것으로 나타났다.

핵심어: 보완·대체 의사소통, 로봇 기반 중재, 컴퓨터 기반 중재, 자폐범주성장애, 동작어
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